CHERRY BLOSSOM

Lyric by
GUS KAHN

Music by
HARRY RAYMOND

Moderato

PIANO

VOICE

When the spring brought Cherry Blossoms Far away in old Japan
When the spring brought Cherry Blossoms Down beside the dreamy sea

Soon she learned to say “I love you”

A II --

Thought she would forget flirtation

Thought she would forget flirtation

Soon she learned to sigh For the hours pass’d like moments ‘Till he said “Good-bye” But just before he sailed away she heard him tenderly say
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CHORUS Not too fast

Just wait for me

Little Cherry Blossom Across the sea

I'll come to you

And when the spring brings cherry blossoms rare I'll

That blooms for me

The whole year thru I will cherish every

hour

My Cherry Blossom I love you

Just wait for you

D.S.
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